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ABSTRACT- Embedded systems are the most emerging field in these recent years. In this paper a
different number of ARM processors (LPC2148 and LPC2378) are interconnected using C for distributed
services. N numbers of processors are connected as the network and each processing devices are
interlinked with each other, so that the each data that is processed by the devices and it can be used by
the other device to activate their entire process. All the processed data’s are communicated to other
device through Xbee interface card. LPC2148 and LPC2378 ARM processors are used in this prototype
and winXtalk is used as a software terminal window. In this paper, the ultimate benefits of multiple
processor interactions related to the embedded applications and design issues of processor
interconnection are discussed. The features of multiple processor interaction in inter process
communication and executions of embedded multitasking are also discussed. In modern embedded
computing platform, embedded processor used in various applications like home automation, industrial
control, medical system, access control, etc. In this paper, using embedded processor interactions, the
several data communication is established.
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I. INTRODUCTION
ARM (Advanced RISC Machine) is the industry leading processor which provides high performance with
common RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computing) architecture [2]. The arm processor supports the three
states in which they are Arm, Thumb and Jazelle State; each operates 32 bit, 16 bit and 8 bit respectively. This
processor is preferred more because of the load-store instructions, that process data on instruction and access
memory on separate instruction and can access all 32 registers that are inbuilt. In this work, ARM7TDMI
processor is used. The feature of this processor is that it supports 3-stage pipelining and uses Von-Neumann
architecture for achieving minimized energy consumption. It has memory and interrupt controllers for interrupt
actions to be done. The Thumb code takes about 40% of less space compared to 32-bit Arm codes. These
processors are most widely used in various embedded applications like mobile phones, micro-wave oven to
countless products. This processor also used in industrial smart control, medical system, access control, pointof-scale, communication gateways, embedded soft modem, smart parking, home automation and in automobiles.
The microcontrollers [1] are used to execute the set of the preloaded task that are defined in the controller. If the
two microcontrollers are used, the processed result of the task in the time t1 will be used as the input for the next
task in time t3 and parallel the output of the task in the time t2 will be used by the task that going to be
performed at time t4 and so on. By this, the concurrency in the task execution can be achieved. The interface of
the microcontroller can be done both wired and wireless [6].
The common issues that arise in the embedded network systems are power problem in which the system uses a
high amount of the power for the simple process. The next issue is that distance coverage of about 50 meters
wherein this Xbee/Zigbee interface card [5] covers the distance of about 100 meters and it uses the IEEE
802.15.4 standard. Wireless transceivers are available in low cost and it reduces the overall system cost. The
frequency range and the processor speed are comparatively higher than the existing system.
Most of the work in the embedded system is implemented using the wired interface. But in this work wireless
transceivers like Xbee/Zigbee interface card [6] are used. With the use of these interface cards, efficiency and
accuracy can be increased and also low cost. Coverage for the wireless device will be higher than the wired
device.
In this work, LPC2148 [3] and LPC2378 [4] as ARM processor, the experimental setup is made. The LPC2148
Microcontroller [3] is the 16/32-bit ARM7TDMI-S RISC processor which provides the embedded system with
high speed flash memory of about 32kB to 512kB and also On-Chip RAM of 8kB to 40kB. Maximum CPU
clock available for the controller is 60MHz for settling time 100µs. CPU operating voltage is 3.0v to 3.6v. The
oscillating frequency for the LPC2148 is from 1MHZ to 25MHz. The LPC2148 uses AMBA High Performance
Bus (AHB) interface for interrupt control. LPC2148 has various serial communication interfaces ranging from
USB 2.0 full speed device, multiple UART’s, SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface), SSP (System Service Provider)
to I2C’s which is suitable for communication gateways and protocol support, soft modems, low end image
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processing, providing high processing power and large buffer size. It also supports two 10 bit ADC’s, PWM and
DAC operations.
The LPC2378 Microcontroller [4] is the 16/32-bit ARM7TDMI-S RISC processor which provides the
embedded system with 512 kB high speed flash memory and also On-Chip RAM of 32kB, in which 16 kB is
used for Ethernet interface and 8 kB for USB interface. Maximum CPU clock available for the controller is
72MHz for settling time 100µs. CPU operating voltage is 3.3v (3.0v to 3.6v). The LPC2378 oscillating
frequency is from 1MHZ to 25MHz. LPC2378 offers multi-purpose serial communication application which
incorporates 10/100 Ethernet Media Access Controller (MAC), USB full speed device with 4 kB RAM, four
UARTs, two CAN channels, an SPI interface, two Synchronous Serial Ports (SSP), three I2C-bus interfaces and
an External Memory Controller (EMC). An 8-bit data/16-bit address parallel bus is available. Microcontroller
interactions are needed for enhancing the performance of the processor by performing load sharing. Traffic in
the network can be resolved. Switching over to other process in the system can be done easily. Section 2
explains the way in which the processor interaction can be made in the network. Section 3 gives the overall
functional block and the hardware unit of the processor interaction and also summarizes the overall execution
timing analysis of the system.
II. FUNTIONAL DESCRIPTION
Microcontrollers are interconnected [1] with another controller with the use of the UART (Universal
Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter). The communication between microcontrollers can be done serially where
data can be transmitted as frames. These frames have one start and stop bit with the 8-bit data line in between
[3]. ARM processor supports two UART where corresponding pin for UART0 is pin 19 & 21 and for UART1,
pin 33 & 34 are used. These pins are used to send data serially by using Zigbee through RS-232 cable
interconnecting it.
In our system model, LPC2148 and LPC2378 processors are used. Various types of interconnections are made
as per design and application using that processors and different connection methodologies [7] are evaluated.
Node to node [8], multi-hop, and master-slave controls is the simple methodologies are evaluated.

Fig. 1. Sequential Network

Fig. 1 shows that the system where the data processed by the process controller (PC) in the sequential manner
i.e., The input is passed to the first processor (PC1) where that process will do some process and the result will
be passed to the next processor (PC2, PC3,.. etc) as the input through wireless transceivers. Then the data will
be again processed by the predefined task in the processor and that result will be passed to the next processor
and so on.

Fig. 2. Distributed Embedded System

In distributed embedded system [9], the master controller will transmit control command to the each processor
node. The process controller [11] has to perform the specified task and the results are noted. In this system, nnumber of process controller can be connected and n-number of tasks can be executed at the time [6]. Above
defined distributed embedded system can be reformulated in which each controller will be acting as the master
controller as well as individual process controller, so that the command can be send to the other controller and
also processing can be done individually. By means, load sharing [10] can be done in the entire system to
increase the overall system performance. The important notification in this system is that the processor used in
this network formation [12] can use either same processor for all the process or can use different processor to
support this system.
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In specific applications like automation industries, designers might design their circuit in which way that can be
placed in a different location or might they will use n-number of processors for controlling the process that they
working on. In situation, either the processor usage will be idle or utilization may vary. For example, says
having one master controller that has to do big process, what the master controller will do is that, it will check
whether the process controller’s are free. If they are free, then the master controller[13] will allocate some
process to the process controller and the end result will again be passed to the master controller. By this mean,
load sharing can be done easily with the help of the process controller and also a utility factor for all the
controllers will moreover same. When the execution time of the tasks in processor decreases, the efficiency of
the system will be increased [14]. Hence the lifetime and energy gets improved.

Fig. 3. Functional Blocks of the System
Fig. 3 shows the funtional blocks of the System in which the entire process will be occuring.

III. HARDWARE SETUP
In this experimental setup, three LPC2148 mini development board used as process controller and one LPC2378
project board used as master controller. The ultimate purpose of this work is to enhance the system performance
[15] in terms of load sharing, energy consumption and reduce the execution time for each and every process
controller in this proposed system. Wireless interface cards are used between the controllers to achieve
heterogeneity and data communication [16]. Fig. 4 shows the functional hardware setup of 3 LPC2148, 1
LPC2378 and Zigbee Interface Card XB-24.

Fig. 4. Hardware Setup of Arm To Arm Interface

In this work using hardware setup (Fig. 4), all controllers[12] will perform their process individually for the
instance of time. If the processed result of the controller is needed by the master controller or by the base
station, then the master controller will send the command to the process controller by unicast or multicast
mode[17]. Process controller on receiving the command will check whether the command is meant for particular
process controller. When the commad checking is satisfied, the Process controller will send the processed result
to the master controller as well as to the base station for the further execution. By this way of process, each
controller in the system can able to communicate with other controller (master or process) in the system by
which the load sharing can be achieved[16]. Various performance evaluation factors like life time, energy,
communication overhead are measured.
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Fig. 5. Execution Time of the System

The above shown figure shows the overall execution time taken by the using ARM to Arm interaction with the
help of logic analyzer. In this Fig. 5, the red vertical line indicates the start of the signal flow in the process and
the blue vertical line indicates the end of the signal flow of the process. The approximate time taken by the
uniprocessor for the executing the task is about 20µs where as the Arm to Arm interaction takes 5µs for
execution. Table I shows the number of task executed and the time taken by uniprocessor as well as by Arm to
Arm interaction. Table II shows the comparison table of the uniprocessor and Arm to Arm processor relating to
some of its assessment factors.
Table I. Execution Time Analysis of the System

NUMBER OF

Using ARM

TASK

To ARM

T1,T2,T3,T4,T5

5µs

UNIPROCESSOR

20µs

Table II. Uniprocessor Vs Arm To Arm

Assessment Factors

Uniprocessor

ARM To
ARM

Communication

Normal

Good

Time for Transaction

Normal

Better

Life Time[19]

Normal

Good

Processor Management[20]

Normal

Good

Node to Node

Normal

Better

Storage[19]

Normal

Good

Data Management[19]

Normal

Good

Overhead[19]

Communication[20]

In Distributed WSN, the life time, energy conservation issues are resolved.

IV. CONCLUSION
Arm is a leading industry processor which provides better interoperability service for all the intercommunication
process than other embedded processor. In industry, n-number of processor is used to perform various functions
like monitoring, controlling and commanding. So the interconnection between more than one processor using
ARM will lead and enhance the system performance of the embedded systems. By using interconnection
between more than two processors, the utilization rate of all the processors in the network is increased. Also the
delay between the processor executions is reduced. In order to achieve perfect co-ordination between the
processors in the network the total system load are drastically reduced. Hence the processor failure due to
practical reasons is drastically reduced. Thus the overall system efficiency is improved.
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